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not found, it is uncertain whether Captain Marden had lost them
or whether he was still carrying th em on his back. The party
followed his footprints up to 3800 m., where they narrowly escaped
being buried in an avalanche. The weather broke, a strong wind
arose, accompanied by thick mist and snow. 'I'he party proceeded
up to 4000 m., where they left a mark indicating the farthest point
reached and in view of the obvious danger they would be running
in continuing the ascent , th e party then decided to return to the
hotel.

It may be added that th ese guides were men of long experience
in th e Cordillera and in th eir opinion the first camp had been
pitched at the point last indicated. The guides sta ted that as
Captain Marden was walking and not ski-ing, it must have taken
him at least 4 days to arrive at t he camp. M. F. RYAN.

REVIEWS.

Under the Italian A lps. By E. 1.. Broadbent. With a geographical essay
by M. J. Newbiggin, D.Sc. Pp, 251. illustrated and Map. London:
Methuen, 1925. 8s. 6d.

A lpine Valleys oj Italy . By E. t, Broadbent. Pp. 244. Illustrated and Map.
London : Methuen, 1928. 7s. 6d.

THESE are two charmingly written accounts of unconventional
wanderings, mostly on foot, through Tyrol and the Italian Alps.
Miss Broadbent confined her footsteps to the lower slopes, and the
two books do not contain any information which can assist the
climber, but she has studied the natives and their characteristic
traits and customs in a way which the average tourist seldom
troubles to do. Both works are full of interesting local history of
the various feudal families who held sway in those regions, and any
visitors to those districts who are interested in that way would
do well t o include these two small volumes in their luggage.

Miss Broadbent makes a short but, we are afraid, unconvincing
incursion into the much-debated subject of Hannibal's pass. There
are a few errors of spelling. A translat ion of the nickname of the
notorious Duchess of Tyrol plainly indicates that ' Maltausch '
should be ' Maultasch.' Sensitive members of the Alpine Club will
sustain a slight shock on seeing the name of the great pioneer of
Alpine mountaineering spelt ' Balls '! Palma Giovanni should be
Giovane and Livanallongo Livinallongo. In the photograph facing
p. 142(vol. ii), the mountain is the GrandesJorasses, not Mont Blanc.

Tlle Alpine Olub Register. Compiled by Arnold L. Mumm. Vol. 1, 1857 to
1863. Pp. 391. P rice 258. Vol. 2, 1864 to 1876. Pp. 375. Price 25$.
Vol. 3, 1876 to 1890. pp. 352. Price 21s. Edward Arnold.

THESE three volumes contain records of the careers of the members
of the Alpine Club in all walks of life up to the year 1890, which
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cannot fail to prove of great interest to their fellow members. They
constitute also a very valuable addition to the archives of the Club.

Although there are doubtless a few errors and omissions, it would
be impertinent to criticise a work which must have entailed
stupendous labour , and it is due to Mr. Mumm's memory that a
t ribute should be paid to the unfailing pati ence with which Mr.
Mumm collected th e immense mass of fact s and details conta ined
in this interestin g record of the Club's members and their activ ities.
I t is difficult t o bring to mind any other member of the Club who
could have accomplished so monumental a task.

It would be an interesting record to carry on, but it is to be feared
th at anyone who could have seen Mr. Mumm at work on this task
would hesit ate before embarking on it , to say nothin g of the expense
which it would entail. It must also be admitted t hat the chief
interest of thi s work lies in the records of the pioneer members of
the Club.

Dernieres Gampagnes. By J ean Coste. Pp . 214. Illustrated. Gap. V.
Vollaire, 1928.

A YEAR ago we had occasion to review favoura bly the author 's
first book, 'Mes quatre premieres annees de Montagne,' published
posthumously, ' A.J .' 39, 361-2. Now we get the sequel, again
edited by Dr. Coste and illustrated mostly by means of his son' s
photographs. The latter are excellent and somewhat unu sual.
The text is in the form of a diary-rather more so than in the com
panion volume.

We are pleased to be able to renew our former praise. The
narrative is again fresh and enthusiast ic in character; J ean Coste
was a true lover of th e mountains, and there is lit tle doub t that in
a few years he would have become a great mountaineer, perhaps
even a great Alpine writer. The last chapter, La Meije, is tragic;
the frontispiece is a photograph of the mountain found in J ean
Coste's kit at the Promontoire : it was taken from the spot where
th e cross to the memory of J ean Coste and his companion is now
erected.

Dernieres Oampagnes is a charming little work for th e young
mountaineer, and we can only repeat . .. 'the pity of it all.'

The Oairnqorms. By Henry Alexander. viii + 218 pp., with 7 Pa noramas,
44 Ph otographs, Diagrams, and Map. Scottish Mountaineering Club,
Edinburgh. Pri ce, Paper 7s. 6d.; Cloth LOs.

THIS beautifully illustrated volume is t he fourth sect ion to appea r
of the S.M.C.'s Guide to the Mountains of Scot land. The previous
issues having been: General, containing articles on the Geology,
Meteorology, Botany, etc ., of the Scot ti sh Hills as well as a revision
of the late Sir H. T. Munro 's t abl es of all the hills in Scotland ex
ceeding 3000 ft. in height; Ben Nevis, by Dr . W. I nglis Clark, which
gives a t horough description of the highest mountain in Scotland
and t he climbing routes on its magnificent northern precipice ;
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and Skye, by Messrs. Steeple, Barlow, and H. MacRobert, which
deals exhaustively with the finest range of mountains in Great
Brit ain- t he Cuillin.

The present volume maintains the high standard set by its pre
decessors and is a credit to the S.M.C. and Mr. Alexander. The
district dealt with is that north of a line drawn from Dunkeld t o
Stonehaven and east of the Valleys of th e Garry and the Spey, and
it contains no fewer than 54 of th e 276 mount ains in Scotland which
exceed 3000ft . in height. Although th ere are many nne rock climbs
to be had in the Cairngorms, particularly on Lochnagar, the district
is on which appeals more to the hill walker and the lover of vast
expanses of beautiful and unspoiled mountain land. The author
has th erefore had to deal with his subject in a different manner
from that adopted in the previous issues of the Guide and in addition
to describing th e climbs and cross country routes he has devoted
considerable space, but not too much, to the folklore and history
of th e district. The work has been admirably done and the book
is a valuable addition to th e topographical literature of Scotland.
The illust rations are excellent, especially t he frontispiece, ' The
Path t o Ben Macdhui,' by Mr. H. C. Dugan, who has contributed
many other beautiful photographs and has drawn th e diagrams
explaining the various panoramas. A valuable feature of the
illustrat ions is th at each, in addition to its tit le, has on the same
page a brief description of where it was taken from and what it
shows. The volume also contains a reduced copy of the drawing
of the Indicator erected by the Cairngorm Club on the summit of
Ben Macdhui in 1925. We congratulate the S.M.C. on the work
and w;e look forward with pleasure to the publication of the remain
ing sections of the Guide.

TIle Art oj Ski.inn.1 By J osef Dahinder, Pp. 218, with 154 illustra.tions.
London: Faber and Gwyer, 1928.

b a man wants t o wander about the hills in winter, the first thing
for him to do is to learn to manage his ski without making himself
look ridiculous; and the best way for him to do so is to join a class
under some competent instructor like Hannes Schneider. He will
th en learn t o start in the correct style. In other words he will
learn t o execute the various evolutions with a minimum expenditure
of 'energy. Further, being a man, or a woman for that matter- the
case of children is different-he is certain to have received a fairly
decent education, if he is only starting to learn after he is grown up ;
and he will like t o have some literature on th e subject, rather than
be wholly ti ed by rule of thumb. ' The Art of Ski-ing , will tell him
what he wants to know while he is taking his instructional course,
or while he is trying to pick up the rudiments without one; and it
will do so concisely, and with plentiful and appropriate illustrations.

That is as far as this book goes; and it is doubtful whether

1 Authorized English translation of Die Slci-Schule.
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members of the A.C., or of the Alpine Ski Club for that matter, will
consider that th e author has ent irely fulfilled his contract, as indi
cated by the comprehensive t itle which he has appropriated for the
English edition. If he really considers it necessary to bring in the
word Art, Artistic Ski-ing would be more descriptive of the contents;
but why he has discarded literal t ranslation of the German, and not
called his book' The Ski School,' passes understanding. Suppose,
for instance, that someone were to write a book, and call it ' The Art
of Yachting.' Would the reader expect him to stop short when he
has given just sufficient information in the management of yachts
toenable one to sail a boat on the Lake ofGeneva, or some such place
which requires no navigation whatsoever ~ If not, why should
'The Art of Ski-ing ' take one no further than the practice
slope ~

To prove that title and contents are not consistent with one
another, it is sufficient to point out th at the author spends over two
pages in t elling one how to undergo the awful process of herring
boning; without even a warning to the beginner th at he should
never do so. His advice that ' after a short spell it is a good thing
to pause and breathe long and deeply , amounts to a plea of guilty
to the charge of limit ing his out look to th at of th e practice slope.
There is no possible reason why he should not do so if he wishes t o.
Criticism is directed against th e English title-not the contents
and it is easy to show that this does not amount to a mere quibble.
An ambitious t itle of thi s sort, unless played up to by the author,
may render th e book highly misleading to th e beginners for whom
it is manifestly written ; for does not th e index sta rt with t he letter B,
and is not th e subject of wind-crust dismis. ed without a word of
warn ing ~

The author' s small at tempts to digress into the mechanics of the
ski are probably prompted by th e conviction that beginners should,
as far as possible, be enlightened as to the why' s and th e wherefore's.
One would go even further, and suggest that for efficient teaching
they should be properly understood by th e teacher ; and therein
lies th e difficulty. The mechanics of ski-ing are so mixed up with
questions of skidding that the fact that th e skidding of motor cars
is as yet barely understood shows how difficult the subject really is.
It does not seem to have been tackled by any skier capable of
expounding reasonably lucid explanat ions of possibly plausible
th eories; but if some kind person would only succeed in getting
at the root of the problem, and in concocting an intelligible story,
teaching and learning would be made all the easier.

No attempt will be made at further crit icism, which would pro
bably end by entering into unimportant details ; but it is hoped
th at enough has been said to show that the book is worth reading.
It is worth buying for th e illust rations alone, and on this account
th e publishers are to be congratulated as well as the author; but
in th is presumably enlightened age it ought not to be also open t o
the reviewer to commend them for issuing a book with rounded
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corners. Unfortunately many firms have something to learn from
Messrs. Faber and Gwyer in this respect, even when they are con- .
cem ed with guide and other books which have to be carried in the
pocket-let alone tho se only intended for the shelf.

J ubilaum88Chrift. Sporthaus, Fritsch & Co., ZUrich.

THIS well-known alpine outfit firm celebrates its twenty-fifth
bir thday by the issue of a pamphlet of much interest . It conta ins
articles by outstanding men like Marcel Kurz, Dr . Oskar Hug,
Carl Egger (the man of many friends), Dr. Loetscher, Dr . Taub er,
and others.

Dr . Tauber's ' The Pioneers of the Alps' is a short and int eresting
review of the growt h of the craft from the days of Spescha, the
recommendations of whose vade mecum, published in 1800, are
scarcely behind modern practice, of de Saussure, of Weilenmann,
of G. St uder, of Coaz down to Whymper and Fre shfield and
Coolidge. The whole article is of sustained interest; enhanced by
a series of portraits of pioneers including three survivors, Abraham
Miiller, Ambros Sup ersaxo, and, last but not least, Christian Klucker.
One plate reproduces a picture by Distell, the property of Professor
Hugi of Berne, which I had not hith erto seen, ent it led ' F . J . Hugi
and his companions in the Rottal,' while another shows some of
the explorer's outfit.

Incidentally, Dr . Tauber reminds us of the definition of guideless
climber, ascribed to Emil Zsigmondy, viz. that the claimant to
that title shall have either led or have been capable of leading on any
part of the expedition. Some of us might have to t oothcomb our
memories!

The pamphlet is of permanent value and not merely propaganda .
J . P.F.

A.A.C. Bern. Beridu. 1927.

THIS very act ive section possesses two huts, the Bietschhorn and the
Engelhorn huts . It is good enough to grant th e A.C. members
equal rights in t hese in consideration of some slight assistance
rendered in the rebuilding of the Engelhorn hut destroyed by an
avalanche.

A veteran club like ours naturally feels a sympathetic interest
in the doings of these young academica la, numbering only eighty,
to whose ranks we must look for th e comingleaders of mountaineering.
Their act ivit ies for the period covered by thi s report have been
great, and include the ascents of 209 summits between 3000 and
4000 m., and 42 over 4000 m., while 9 of the expeditions were new.
Their members include such well-known names as Amstutz, Chervet ,
Gassmann, Hug, J enny (co-editor Die A lpen ) Lauper, Oesterle,
von Schumacher (now practising as a geologist in Mexico), Simon
(the topographer), and others.

J. P. F.
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Ohronik: del' lVenger1U!lp und Juttg!rau.bahn. Vol. II.

THIS very useful chronicle is edited by Herr Othmar Gurtner , the
well-knownauthority on Oberland topography . The frontispiece is
a coloured reproduction of a st riking painting by Hodel of the new
hotel on the Jungfraujoch projected against the Monch. Herr Ernst
Gertsch writes in detail of the adventurous first ascent of the S. face
of the Jungfrau done on November 5, 1927, by himself and Fritz
Fuchs ; one of the last great' problems.'

A very useful summary of all the routes, so far, made up the
J ungfrau by my friend Dr. Hans Lauper, leader par excellence of
the young academicals of Berne and ZUrich, is of great interest.
He appears to ascribe to the Meyer party of 1811 the discovery of
th e route by the crest of the so-called Kranzbergegg, but it will be
seen in the article on the Thioly-Pilkington routes in this JOURNAL,
which is in reality mainly his article, that I am inclined to think that
the 1811 party followed the valley to the S. of this great snow rib
and only crossed its upper end to gain the RottalsatteI. It is an
interesting point , as if the 1811 party did follow the crest, which is
certainly the scientific route, t hen that route was lost2 for about
eighty years!

Between us we may have more to say in the next' A.J.' I shall
not come into conflict with Mr. Coolidge, who I see is by no means
definite on the point . Dr. Lauper quotes the first repetition of the
Hornby-Philpott ascent in 1865 of the N.W. arete of the Silberhorn,
made by the guides Rud. Brunner, Hans Gertsch, and Rob. Lauener
in 1927. The ' tourist 's' name is not given.

Actually seventeen different routes have been made up the long.
suffering mountain. Possibly a direct route up the E. rock face
could be effected.

J . P. F.

Lea Oabanea du 0l1tb Alpin Suisse en 1927. Edited by the Centra.l Committee
of the Swiss Alpine Club. illustrated . Lausanne. 1928.

THIS is a most useful work of reference. The plan adopted consists
of a fine illustration of each of the 106 S.A.C. huts (besides huts
rented by the S.A.C. for its members) on one page, with a portion
of the Siegfried map photographed and provided with a route
tracing from the nearest centre or centres on the opposite page.

2 On the subject of 'lost ' routes, I had a letter the other
day from Fynn in reply to mine telling him of my traverse of
Bifertenstock, on which he is the great authority. After making
the ascent by one of the extraordinary routes from the Biferten
glacier, he descended, as I did, by the fantastic E. arete, and
mentions that that route had also been lost for many years.

The notable case of a ' lost ' route is the ascent of the Dent Blanche
by the S. arete accomplished by Peter Knubel and Mr. Gardiner.
, lost ' for many years.
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The letterpress gives the altitude of the hut, the date of con
struction, etc., the number of bunks available, whether there is
a guardian or not, and the distance in hours from the valley centres.
In addition there is a list of the principal mountains or passes
accessible from the hut, as well as references to the hut occurring in
S.A.C. publications.

We have nothing but praise for the book, but should like to add
that the 'times' given are often tremendously, sometimes
impossibly, fast.

A very useful feature is that there are numerous slips inte r
leaved at the end of the book to receive future photographs of
future huts when taken and construc ted respectively, and so keep
the work up to date .

It is to be hoped t hat this book will be found in all Swiss Alpine
centres, as it is certainly not of the size to be incorporated into one's
pocket-book, or even into anything smaller than an ' Innovation '
trunk !

We mountaineers owe much to the Swiss Club. When I started
hard climbing, soon fifty years ago, their typical huts were the old
Guggi, Gleckstein, Schwarzegg, Stockje (soon to be smashed up byan
avalanche), and Matterhorn huts. One was content to sleep on more
or less doubtful straw covered with board-like blankets. Of course,
at that age one could sleep anywhere, inside or outside. Now I
turn over the fine plates of this album and note what we owe to the
management of the Swiss Club. All the huts above mentioned
have either been abandoned or renovated out of all knowledge.
Instead of the old wooden or rough stone huts we have quite palatial
masonry constructions. This summer I slept in t he Rotondo,
Basodino, Adula, and Ponteglias huts, besides in divers worse
places. The Bssodino is the most recent pattern and must have
cost nearly £3000. It is a fine double-story house built of solid
squared masonry, lined with larch, provided with spring mattresses,
washing arrangements, ample cooking utensils, and will sleep sixty
five people.

The new huts are financed by a grant of 50 to 60 per cent .
from the Central Commit tee, the owning section undertaking re
sponsibility for the balance. It must mean for the smaller sections
considerable self-sacrifice.

The huts are built , aiter careful consideration, at such points that
the young generation can scarcely realize what they are spared in
preliminary approach, and how their energies are conserved for the
arduous part of the expedition. Year by year the Swiss Club covers
mote ground, until now it owns over 100 fine huts, besides other
rented quarters. I passed the hut now being built at the S. end of
the Kistenpass plateau to serve, intel' alia, for the very interesting
and fantastic Bifertenstock to which my unforgotten friend Mumm
drew attention in a paper in the JOURN AL , saving quite two of the
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three hour from the Mu t ee hut to the star t of the E. are.te. Another
u eful hut is tha building for the awkwardly placed Oberalp took.

The constan t question before the B.A. . Committee i that of
overcrowding. At the week-end in the ummer, and almo every
day in Augu t, the overcrowding i su h a to exclude proper rest,
however good the hut. I have long been of opinion that the
B.A.C. would be justified in re erving its hu ts ent irely for its own
member . The ub oription i very moderate, and every visitor
to the High Alp should con ider it a privilege to join a club that ha
done 0 much for the climbing fraternr y. I am, of course, aware
tha t t he exi ting regulati ons do give a preference t o a member in
the ta riff and in the right to leeping quarters, and the question of
fur ther restriction an afely be left in the experienced and ospable
hands of the Central Committee.

The whole album i very interesting and i a monument to the
plendid work of the great wis Olub.

J. P. F.
Appa1.aJ;hiah~ Molmtain Club Bulletin, J une, 192 .

THE work of this famous old Bo ton lub is, of course, mostly
concerned with it own ranges, and the pre ent num ber contains
int eresting papers on ' ki-ing on Katahdin in Maine ' and on ' Trails
in the Catskills.

Mr. Allen Carpe, A.C., well known a one of the most capable
members of the memorable expedition 0 Mt . Logan, which will
long remain as a signal tr iumph of careful preparation, superb
organization, and skilful and tireles execu ion by t he leader, Capta in
MacCarthy, who eventually led his par ty to the summit, contributes
a further report 3 on ' New Climb in the Cariboo Mountains of
B.C.,' when first ascents were made of Mt . Welcome and Kiwa peak.

Mr. J efferson describes and illustrate well an a cent of Mt.
Louis, one of the difficult rock climbs in the Canadian Alp , first
conquered by the redoubtable Captain MacCarth y with Konrad
Kain .4

Miss Miriam 0 Brien, well known for th e difficult work he has
done in the Mont Blanc group and elsewhere, describes th e conque t
by herself with the guides Alfred Con tet and Georges Cachat of the
very difficult, much-courted Aiguille de Roc du Grepon. he has
since shown, by leading a party of ladies on th e Grepon itself, that
she can climb difficult rooks withou t professional assistance.

Mr. R. L. M. Underhill contributes a paper on ' Roping down,'
which is fast becoming an ar t by itself not necessarily confined to
mountaineering. It is, in fact, conceivable that it may be pre
judicial to the development of strictly legitim ate descent, if a limita-

3 See his paper, A.J . 37, 63, and Professor Chamberlin' s note,
p.85.

4 ee A.J . 32, 68, for Fynn' · ascent.

I
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. ion of the legitimate Gould be et , The old method, Fig. 7, has been
long ebandoned, a he ea 10 of control led to fatal accidents.
The tendency i to pay so much attention to 80b olu control that
one ha difficulty in d cending at all . Ir. nderhill ha shown
himself a very enterprising and competent mountaineer-not he
least commendable of his ork being the organization wi h Herbert

arr of a meet of members of the Appalachi n lub at Bricolla and
Arolla, while he ' also Chairman of the Commit tee of Publication
of the Club.

Mr . Allen Carpe and Professor Chamberlin, in objecting to the
rejection by the Geographical Board of snada of the names pro
po ed by them for their new summits in the Cariboo Mt . in favour
of the names of prominent politicians would app ax to be justified,
particularly as the Board is said to fail to indicate clearly to which
summits these names are to belong I

Altogether a great number. J . P . F .

Familien-Stati6tU,; 1md Guchichtlichu uber ZermaU. By t. Kronig, P p. 356.
Papetliche 'I'heodosiue Buohdruokerei. Schwyz. 192 . Pri ce 7 fr o20 cents.

IT is a well-known fact that many of the wor t crimes in history
have been committed in the name of Religion. Thi book ins in
the same good cause, We do not know what its object can b ave
perhaps an attempt to vilify the benefactors of Zermatt-the

eiler family-because at one t ime or another ome of its members
may not have een eye to eye, in matters temporal, with some of the
prie thood of Zermatt and its neighbourhood.

The li t and genealogy of the Zermatt families is interesting, and
had the autho r been wi e enough to have commenced and clo ed
his book with this, he would ha e ecured, doubtle ,some apprecia
tive readers. He is not wise and has preferred to ' prove '- perhaps
to his own ultimate discomfiture-that the eilers have achieved
nothing to the benefit of the valley or its inhabitan .

We do not profess to any great knowledge of ' progre in
Zermatt, but there is one factor known to all which will at ' once
tultify Herr t . Kronig : In the fir t edition of Baedeker, 1 ~4 ,

Zermatt and the Nikolaithal ecure no mention. When the late
Alexander eiler opened (in his own name) the ' Mon Rosa, in
1 55, the village became famou at once.

This i not the place to champion or prai e the eiler family; that
ha been done already and at length by generation of gra teful
mountaineers and visitor of all nationalities. In time of trouble
no inhabitant or visitor has appealed to th at family in vain.

Zermatt has progressed and flouriehed by the presence of the
Seilers, de pite the obstructions and follies of ome of its ommunes
and Presidents . True, the latter are (or were) re .ponaible for th e
scheme of a railway up t he Matterhorn, for the existence of he
eye-sore on the Gomer Grat, and for-the local orchestr a.

Diving with reluotanc deeper into the book, we come to a < list'
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of first ascents and accidents. It is very carelessly compiled, and
the author, giving no ref renee , apI ears to prefer plagiarism or
error to acknowledgement. Mistakes and mi print exist , itho ut
number. ,' e will content our elve , ith quoting a few.

Mr. ockin wa not an All ing&nger wh n he loat 11 i life so
unfortunately on th e " is horn in 19 Hi companion were
two well-known member of the lpine lub, and it wa in a brave
attempt to fetch help for them that ockin feU (p. 272).

In th e Matter horn accident of 1 65, ' four ' bodies were not seen
by eye-witnesse viewing thefinal re ting-place f til vi tim (p. 261).
The body of Lord Francis Douglas wa never found, a he author
himself points out on the following pag .

The ' Borckhardt ' accident wa very iliff r nt from tbat related ;
while the "Che ter ' accident appear to be a belated- and
clumsy-attempt to whitewash the Zermatt guides cone rued.

As for Die Entwicklung Zermatt ' , and its GasthoJe, we will
dismiss this as an advert isement which anna t but benefit the
, Seiler ' hotels. The local ta les at the end do not possess even
esoteric interest ,

The book may appeal to the vulgar, but enough- or th e author
will t hink we are taking him erioualy.
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